
(Day of the Dead Festival)

Card Photo Frame
Tutorial

Día  d e  l o s  Mue r t o s



An Ofrenda features food & drinks liked by the
deceased person with items that remind us of them -

photographs, objects related to their work or hobbies.  

Origins of Día de los Muertos 

The Day of the Dead festival combines traditions from
European Catholicism and pre-Hispanic Mesoamerican

cultures.

Festivities take place from 31st of October to 2nd of
November. At this time we honour loved ones who have
passed on by making Ofrendas (altars) to honour them &

ask for their guidance. 



A photo of your loved one (can be printed out) 

Paint (ideally three different colours or shades),
adhesive (glue stick/dots, double sided tape, sticky
foam pads, etc), scissors, paintbrush or clean
cloth/kitchen roll, and/or , coloured card and
stickers

A cereal/chocolate box or two pieces of card (same
size), marker pen and pencil 

What you'll need to get started: 



Cut out the two front
pieces of your cereal

box. 

These will be the front
and back pieces of your

frame. 

Then paint the reverse 
 (non-shiny) side with

white paint - one coat is
plenty! 



Trim one front piece so that your photo fits nicely
inside. Next, draw around it with a pen or pencil. 

Optional:  you can cut out this box on the front piece if you want to
sandwich your photo in between the two finished frame pieces! 



Paint your front pieces with a colour of your choice!
Here I have used two coats of gold acrylic paint. 

Tip:  old jar lids make handy mini paint palettes! And a clean cloth or piece of
kitchen roll can be used to apply paint for a textured surface. 



Whilst your front pieces dry, paint each side piece of the
cereal box in a different colour or shade. 

Optional:  if you have coloured or patterned paper feel free to use that and
skip this step if you wish! 



Once your frame pieces are dry, stick your photo onto the front piece
with glue or double sided tape. Next stick the unpainted sides  together. 

Tip:  if you don't want to stick your photo with glue, feel free to use a
temporary solution like blue tack! 



Now it's time to start decorating! Feel free to decorate your frame with
anything that is personally significant to the deceased.  

Cut out flower: Cut a circle out of the side piece painted earlier (bottle tops make a good template). Fold it
into quarters and mark the middle with a marker (on the unpainted side). Cut out small, pointy triangle

shapes as pictured below! 



Cut out a circle from one of painted side pieces.
In the centre make a dot with a marker, then draw a small pointed heart shape
(see picture below).
Keep drawing this shape around the point until you reach the original shape. 

Flower design:



Next, draw another heart shape coming out from behind the original one and
repeat the process again.
Draw as many layers of hearts (they will start to look like petals!) as you like, until
you are happy with your flower.
You can leave the flower as it is or cut it out of the circle shape as you prefer. 



You can decorate your frame by
drawing directly onto it, using

stickers, text or anything else that
reminds you of the person.  


